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By the bestselling author of The Lost Swimmer, a tense, eerie thriller set in the icy reaches of
Antarctica

When environmental scientist Laura Alvarado is sent to a remote Antarctic island to report on an abandoned
whaling station, she begins to uncover more than she could ever imagine.

Reminders of the bloody, violent past are everywhere, and Laura is disturbed by evidence of recent human
interference. Rules have been broken, and the protected wildlife is behaving strangely.

On a diving expedition, Laura emerges into an ice cave where she is shocked to see an anguished figure,
crying for help. But in this freezing, lonely landscape there are ghosts everywhere, and Laura wonders if her
own eyes can be trusted. Has she been in the ice too long?

Back at base, Laura’s questions about the whaling station go unanswered, blocked by scientists unused to
outsiders. And Laura just can’t shake what happened in the cave.

Piecing together a past and present of cruelty and vulnerability that can be traced around the world, from
Norway, to Nantucket, Europe and Antarctica, Laura will stop at nothing to unearth the truth. As she comes
face to face with the dark side of human progress, she also discovers a legacy of love, hope and the meaning
of family. If only Laura can find her way . . .

Out of the ice.

Praise for The Lost Swimmer

‘A vivid, suspenseful thriller’ Sydney Morning Herald

‘Reminiscent of Patricia Highsmith’s The Talented Mr Ripley … In the best thriller traditions, this exciting
novel’s end-game contains an unexpected twist.’ The Age

‘An expertly scripted psychological thriller … An evocative, absorbing and tense tale of trust and betrayal.’
Australian Book Review

‘The definition of a page-turner.’ Marie Claire

‘A smartly constructed, tense thriller that will leave you guessing until the very end. It’s a remarkable debut
from former filmmaker Ann Turner, who’s destined to become a prominent name in Australian writing.’
Better Reading
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From reader reviews:

Esther Ponce:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or goal; it means that guide has different
type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are really reading whatever they
take because their hobby is actually reading a book. Consider the person who don't like examining a book?
Sometime, individual feel need book when they found difficult problem or perhaps exercise. Well, probably
you'll have this Out of the Ice.

Andrea Lampkin:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specifically book entitled Out
of the Ice your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a reserve
then become one web form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get ahead of. The Out of the
Ice giving you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful
information for your better life with this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern here is your body
and mind will likely be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you
want to try this extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Martin Hanson:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you might have it in e-book
approach, more simple and reachable. This particular Out of the Ice can give you a lot of pals because by you
looking at this one book you have issue that they don't and make you more like an interesting person. This
kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that perhaps your
friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than some other make you to be great persons. So , why
hesitate? Let us have Out of the Ice.

David Fern:

A lot of guide has printed but it is different. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose the
most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is named of
book Out of the Ice. You can add your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it can add your
knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about publication. It can
bring you from one spot to other place.
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